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The  approach to the Blossom Street elevation of S1c 
followed the process described on the previous page. The 
main considerations in developing this facade were:

1. Addressing the party wall condition between the 1887 
warehouse and the Triangular building. 

2. Articulating the rear facade in a manner that is 
complementary but not deferential to the Conservation Area. 

3. Unifies the site wide massing. 

The images across the page depict the design progress at 
various key stages of consultation with statutory bodies and 
local groups.  

1. Relationship between warehouse & triangle building
2. Core element sits between both buildings and is coded to 
match bridge links

3. Relationship between S1 and S1c
4. Overlay of vertical fins to core Scheme in summer 2014 exploring unified facade approach Proposed scheme with expressed vertical core Scheme as presented during consultation 
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7.3.8 Blossom Yard 

Establishing a formal entrance to the main office and addressing 
the impact of the SAM,  Blossom Yard has developed as a 
new public square surrounded by S1, S1a and S1b. At early 
consultations and CADAP, the location of the entrance 
passageway was discussed and upon reflection it was felt that 
switching the entrance from 16-17 over two bays to 18-19 
Norton Folgate, provided a better link with the pedestrian 
crossing on Norton Folgate and maximise space with Yard for 
food and beverage offer to spill out.

The tiered mass of S1 wraps around from Shoreditch High 
Street into the new square along the axis of Worship Street. 
The images below and to the right of the page depict a 
number of different massing studies looking at the relationship 
between the square and tiered rhythm from Shoreditch High 
Street.

The 2011 scheme had its entrance at this location picking up 
on the historic kink in the site plan and stepping its massing 
back from 19 Norton Folgate. This schemes response was to 
have a recessed glazed triple height space between S1 and S1a, 
allowing the party wall of 19 Norton Folgate to be expressed 
whilst separating the buildings.

Revised Blossom Yard entrance location following consultation Development visual exploring volumetric relationships  Proposed massing arrangement

Initial sketch showing location of the entrance at 16-17 Concept sketch showing tiering wrapping around into yard Scheme as presented during early consultations

Section through retained facade and fourth floor ‘pop out’

7.3 Evolving the Design
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S1 is entered from Blossom Yard, which in turn, is accessed 
either from Norton Folgate to the West or from Blossom 
Street. The public arcade running along Shoreditch High 
Street increases the street width for pedestrians to enter the 
site and links with Fleur De Lis Passage. This picks up on the 
historic access through the site that ran along from Worship 
Street. 

7.4 Proposed Scheme 

Proposed ground floor plan

N
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Proposed Massing 

The relationship with the Conservation Area and the wider 
city fringe means that achieving the appropriate scale is 
important. Striking a balance between the low-rise Georgian 
houses on Elder Street, the utilitarian Victorian warehouses 
on Blossom Street and the expanding city fringe typified by 
201 Bishopsgate, the Broadgate Tower, Principal Place and the 
Stage developments directly opposite the site, is important.

 The shape and mass of the proposal is based on mediating 
between these scales and creating a clear delineation between 
old and new.  The terraces to S1 are positioned on every floor 
but in an order to allow a vertical progression towards the 
northern end of the site. 

7.4 Proposed Scheme 
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S1
It is proposed that the land uses of plot S1 will contain a mix 
of office, retail and food and beverage uses(F&B). Retail and 
F&B  uses are placed on ground floor, with cafe space directly 
accessed from both Blossom Street and the main reception. 
Offices use will occupy all floors above the ground apart 
from the office entrance and reception accessed directly off 
Blossom Yard.  From 4th floor and above S1c is accessed from 
S1 via a series of new bridges over Fleur De Lis Passage.

The retail spaces are accessed from the public arcade along 
Shoreditch High Street. These uses at ground floor will create 
activity and enhance the public realm on Shoreditch High 
Street. Food and beverage uses are located on Fleur De Lis 
Passage and Blossom Street, animating these street edges. 

From Blossom Street, there will be service access to the 
office, cycle access to storage found in the basement and fire 
escape egress. In addition to cycle storage the basement will 
contain changing facilities, plant equipment, refuse and storage 
for both S1 and S1c. 

S1c
The ground floor use is comprised of an office entrance 
within the new build triangular office. An F&B use is proposed 
to the ground floor and basement of the 1887 warehouse 
which addressed the new public realm to Nicholls and Clarke 
Yard. Above ground, office is the main usage within the S1c. 
The first four floors of S1c operate as a building independent 
of S1. 

7.4.1 Land Use 

Blossom Street Warehouses 

Blossom Yard 

New office addressing
Principal Place 

1887 warehouse 

S1c 

First four floors form an independent
building with 1887 warehouse

S1a

S1b

Illustrative Exploded axonometric explaining key parts of Site S1 

Fleur De Lis Passage 
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S1b

7.4.2  Amount of Development

Plot S1/S1c has an approximate Gross External Area (GEA) 
of 21,150 m².

Within this, the approximate GEA of the different building 
uses are as follows:

A1 Retail     400 m²
A3 Retail   1400 m²
B1 Office 19,350 m²

Access and Amenity

S1 Offices: Access is via the main entrance from Blossom 
Yard at ground floor. Office workers enter the site through 
the passage way on either Norton Folgate or Blossom Street. 
Inside the portico within the yard there is a reception area, 
with access to the café on Blossom Street. Bridge links 
and voids provide a visual link up through to the spine of 
warehouses on Blossom Street.  From fourth floor up every 
floor has a terrace and access to outside space. The fourth 
floor itself has a large roof terrace on top of the Blossom 
Street warehouses with planted vegetation at the edge of 
the parapet to prevent overlooking to the residential streets 
beyond.  
 
S1c Offices:   Access to the 1887 office and first three floors 
is via the ground floor entrance from the corner of Fleur 
De Lis and Shoreditch High Street with way finding signage 
lighting the entrance door.  Lift and stair access is provided 
for the first three floors. Above the third floor and up to 
the ninth the buildings are linked to S1 by habitable bridges. 
Access to these floors is through S1 (if a separate occupier/
tenant) and the escape core to S1c.  The S1c lift core on these 
floors is for fire fighting purposes only. The top two floors 
have lift access.

S1 retail and F&B:  The retail and leisure spaces are directly 
accessible from the public realm. These spaces are serviced 
from the loading bays on Blossom Street and Shoreditch High 
Street and the service corridor at ground floor.  

S1c retail and F&B: The 1887 warehouse is accessible from 
S1c and Blossom Street with servicing provided from the 
loading bays on Shoreditch High Street and Blossom Street.

Proposed typical floor uses

N

A1 Retail

A3 Restaurants and cafes

A4 Drinking establishments

B1 Office

C3 Residential
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7.4.3  Layout

Basement

The basements to S1 and S1c contain a mix of uses.  A3 use is 
proposed within S1c to the basement of the 1887 warehouse. 
This is accessed directly from the floor above.  

S1 and S1c share a large new-build basement bounded by 
the train line and Shoreditch High Street to the north and 
west respectively.  To the south the basement stops short of 
impeding the Scheduled Ancient Monument that lies beneath 
Blossom Yard.  Along Blossom Street the existing warehouses 
are underpinned and lowered to achieve sufficient clear space 
for plant equipment. 

Cycle provision (storage, changing and shower facilities) for 
both S1 and S1c is provided to the north west of S1 along 
the underpinned Blossom Street warehouses.  Extensive plant 
equipment is found within the new-build basement, in addition 
to refuse stores and other service equipment. 

S1a and S1b are both serviced from plant within S1. To 
facilitate this two service corridors extend South from the 
basement providing connections with the retained basements 
of both plots. S1c basement access is through the S1c core.  
A service route beneath Fleur De Lis Passage connects both 
buildings; plant equipment and services provision is shared. 
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Ground Floor 

S1
The S1 ground floor is a mix of retail and leisure units with 
frontages to all surrounding streets and access from the 
Blossom and Shoreditch High Streets.  A mix of A1 and A3 
units can be found on S1.  The retail units from Shoreditch 
High Street are accessed from an arcade linking Fleur De Lis 
with the main entrance to Blossom Yard through the ground 
floor of 19-18 Norton Folgate.  F&B uses line Blossom Street 
and Fleur De Lis Passage. It is proposed that new doors 
are locating in the existing openings to loading bays to the 
Blossom Street Warehouses, allowing access level access 
from the Blossom Street.  

S1’s main entrance is access through Blossom Yard. This new 
public realm is accessed through 18-19 Norton Folgate, with 
a portico defining the entrance to S1.  A managed entrance 
allows access to the main core in the centre of the building 
and access to the café housed within the Blossom Street 
warehouses.  

S1c
The refurbished 1887 warehouse at the end of Blossom 
Street has an A3 use and will house a restaurant with access 
to Nicholls and Clark Yard. S1c’s main entrance is from 
Shoreditch High Street off Fleur De Lis Passage, providing 
both passive supervision to the passage. 
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First Floor (L01)

S1
The first floor to both buildings is for office use.  Access for 
S1 is via the main core.  A double height void highlights the 
entrance at ground floor and provides views up through the 
building providing a visual separation between the warehouses 
and the new office elements to Shoreditch High Street.  
The reclaimed brick wall to the warehouses delineates the 
warehouses in plan from the new build office.

Floor heights and window sizes have been maximised as far as 
possible with the limits required by the sustainability strategy. 
This both enhances the views out of the building over the 
Conservation Area and Principal Place, and maximises the 
amount of daylight penetrating into the office floor plan, The 
core location has also been positioned centrally to aid this 
approach.     

S1c
Both the retained 1887 warehouse and triangle building 
house offices and are accessed at this level by the stair core 
and lift within S1c.  As with S1 floors and window sizes have 
been maximised.  Level access is provided to the existing 
1887 warehouse from the core.  Extensive glazing to the train 
line elevation provides north lit views across to Shoreditch 
and the city beyond. 
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Second & Third Floors (L04-05)

S1
Identical in use and layout to the first floor, apart from three 
floor voids and bridge links connecting the retained/rebuilt 
warehouses to the main core of the new build office. These 
with the new brick rear wall to the warehouses visually 
separate the new office floor plate and the warehouses. 

S1c
S1c is identical to the first floor. 
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Fourth and Fifth Floors (L04-05)

S1
From fourth floor there are accessible terraces from the 
office floor plate which overlook the new public realm 
proposed to Principal Place.  A larger terrace to the roof of 
the Blossom Street warehouses is also accessible from this 
floor.  This terrace will have planting limiting access from the 
edge of the building to prevent overlooking of the residential 
buildings found within the masterplan and Conservation Area 
beyond.  At this level, there only new build floor plate of the 
office. 

S1c
The triangular building extends above the warehouse floor 
plate and at this point is connected to S1 by an inhabited 
bridge.  The connection at this point allows the S1c core to 
reduce in size as facilities are shared with S1.  
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Sixth and Seventh Floor (L06-L07)

S1
Terrace to central bay along Shoreditch High Street only. 
Identical to lower floors in terms of use, aspect and access.

S1c
Bridge link at Sixth and Seventh floors located towards 
Blossom Street in order to break down mass of bridge links 
and preserve views through Fleur De Lis Passage from Fleur 
De Lis and Commercial Street.  S1c floor plate remains the 
same, with amenity, access and facilities provided through S1. 
S1c core for fire egress and access only.  
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